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The main motivation of this work is to describe the motion of Saturn
coorbital satellites Janus and Epimetheus by means of horseshoe periodic
orbits in the framework of the planar three�body problem� We consider�
�rst of all� the restricted three�body problem �RTBP� where the primaries
are Saturn and Janus �also called ��	
S��� that is� with a mass parameter
� � ����
�� and Epimetheus �the smaller satellite� also called ��	
S�� is the
third body of in�nitesimal mass� A numerical exploration of this problem
shows the existence of new families of horseshoe periodic orbits� and� in
particular� we compute some stable horseshoe periodic orbits which �t the
actual motion of ��	
S� and ��	
S�� so the coorbital motion can be already
explained with this simple model� According to Meyer and Schmidt ��


��
since these periodic orbits do not have a period multiple of ��� they can be
continued as families of periodic orbits for the planar three�body problem for
small values of the mass of the third body� Therefore� this analytical result
allows us to derive the existence of horseshoe periodic motion in the more
realistic model of the three body problem�

If we consider the RTBP� we can describe one mechanism that explains
the existence and location of horseshoe periodic orbits for � � 
 and very
small� Actually� such mechanism somewhat inherits the dynamics of the
� � 
 case� for a value of the Jacobi constant C � � �xed� there are two
circular orbits �one direct and one retrograde�� and many inertial ellipses
that� described in the rotating system of coordinates� �generate� the horseshoe
periodic orbits for � � 
 small� This reasoning agrees quite well with the
singular perturbation theory used by Spirig and Waldvogel ���	� to study
this problem�

�



On the other hand� when any value of the mass parameter � � �
� ���� is
taken� this mechanism does not apply anymore� However we show that the
invariant manifolds of the Lyapunov family of periodic orbits� LO� emanating
from the collinear point L� play a key role� for C � C� �xed� we compute
the stable manifolds of the corresponding LO �the unstable manifolds of
the LO can be obtained by a symmetry of the equations of motion�� the
existence of horseshoe periodic orbits will depend on whether the manifold
has a horseshoe shape or not� On the other hand� we �nd in the intersection
between the stable manifold of the corresponding LO and the successive
crossing with the y � 
 hyperplane� a rich structure of homoclinic orbits
and the associated families of periodic orbits that contain� in particular� the
horseshoe periodic orbits analysed here�

As a �nal remark� we refer the details of this talk as well as comments on
other related works to Llibre and Oll�e� �

� �see also references therein��
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